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Background
q The Danish Transport Innovation Network
q Trængselskommissionen 2012-2013 (Government´s
Congestions Commission)
q Research on logistics service providers; logistics innovation
q City logistics projects in Copenhagen since 2011
• User’s perspective
• Organizational change, including public and private
actors
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Transport research in Denmark
q Infrastructure research (indirectly, that includes freight
transport)
q Strong focus on technology and how technology can help
solve problems
q Presently strong focus on maritime issues that only to a little
extent include freight logistics as most of the Danish maritime
operational activities take place outside of Denmark
q Topics/calls follow the EU closely
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Challenges for freight transport research
q Not many votes in freight transport – except that trucks are
dangerous and should not be here
q Transport planning often takes its point of departure in overall
economic measures and based on human economic
rationality
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Cities and the paradigm shift in transport planning:
The 21st century city
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A globalized capitalistic system with continuous developments in
information and communication technologies gives rise to prosperity
in cities globally (no longer primarily in western capitalistic
countries).
Globally connected city-regions with hinterlands. High traffic
linkages connect global value-added networks that integrate the
world-wide collection of city-regions into a composite functional
system
New economic sectors where human capital plays a dominant role:
IT, business and financial services and culture (music, movies, TV
etc.) + a new service underclass/ servile class to maintain the urban
services that the upper tier depends on for livelihood and pleasures

Cities and the paradigm shift in transport planning (2)
q The city of Copenhagen
seems to be following the new
transport planning paradigm:
Sustainable mobility, f. ex.
• social dimension
• the transport hierarchy
• management based
q Where does freight transport
come in in this paradigm?
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Emergence of city logistics in Cph: Managing towards sustainability?
2009: CPH is working with the idea of a city logistics project as a result of the discussion of heavy vehicles in Copenhagen;
publication of the report “Strategi for Tung Trafik”
2010, beginning of: Visit in Nijmegen; Binnenstad; CPH and the Ministry of Transport.
2010, spring and onwards: The idea of a city logistics project in Copenhagen is communicated at conferences and seminars,
f. ex Nordlog, March
2010, 15 August: Hand in of application for funding to Danish Transport Authority/Center for Green Transport
2011, spring: Öresund Ecomobility project: Survey of shops, clinics, etc
2011, 1 April: Funding of a pre-project documenting with the aim of documenting goods transport to and from the medieval
city center and impact on CO2 emissions plus the economic viability of a city logistics project (project team: universities,
CPH leads)
2011, 4 October: First Advisory Board meeting (retailer and transport company trade organizations)
2011, 12 October: Retailers invited to a dialogue meeting
2011, 8 December: Transport companies invited to a dialogue meeting
2012, 2 March: Second Advisory Board meeting; international experts present
2012, 15 May: Analyses presented to CPH : traffic count; calculations of reduced CO2 emissions and retailer case studies
2012, 8 June: Danish Transport Authority hosts a meeting where private companies are invited to apply for a demonstration
project – with or without the project partners
2012, 15 August : A private company – Elbilscentret - and the project partners apply for funding for Citylogistik-kbh
2012, June: The Danish government sets up a Congestion Commission that must come up with a suggestion for a
comprehensive traffic and transport system for greater Copenhagen by August 2013. City logistics as a concept is
addressed
2013, 22 March: Citylogistik-kbh demonstration project is funded and a company is established. The city is not partner
2015, January: The city of Copenhagen decides to start using the services of Citylogistik-kbh
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The emergence of citylogistics: a smooth
management process or?
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The user’s perspective
The Binnenstad business model (Quak, 2008; Aastrup et al, 2012)

a) Consolidation center

b) Service concept; the user´s perspective
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The user’s perspective
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Conclusion
q Developing the Sustainable Mobility paradigm into one that
includes freight transport
q Understanding and managing change processes including the
stakeholders and their interactions and needs:
§ People: Citizens, employees, visitors
§ Businesses and users
§ Transport and logistics service providers
§ Public government institutions:
• Cities
• National transport authorities
q More knowledge on user´s incentives to change; including supply
chain obstacles
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